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vEPC-sec: Securing LTE Network Functions
Virtualization on Public Cloud

Muhammad Taqi Raza and Songwu Lu [UCLA]

ABSTRACT

Public cloud offers economy of scale to adapt workload
changes in an autonomic manner, maximizing the use of
resources. Through Network Function Virtualization (NFV),
network operators can move LTE core to the cloud; hence
removing their dependency on carrier-grade LTE network
functions. Recent research efforts discuss performance, latency,
and fault tolerance of LTE NFV, largely ignoring the security
aspects. In this paper, we discover new vulnerabilities that
LTE NFV face today with no standard solutions to address
them. These vulnerabilities span at both LTE control and
user planes. To address them, we propose vEPC-sec that
cryptographically secures LTE control-plane signaling mes-
sages in the cloud. It provides distributed key management
and key derivation schemes to derive shared-symmetric keys
for securing the communication between any two network
functions. Our approach provides encryption and integrity pro-
tection to the messages even during virtual machines scalability
and failure recovery scenarios. vEPC-sec also prevents user-
plane vulnerabilities by ensuring that LTE routing modules
should faithfully forward the LTE subscriber packets.

I. INTRODUCTION

LTE Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a new trend
that replaces carrier grade LTE core network functions with
software running on commercial off-the-shelf servers in a
cloud data center. On the one hand, NFV reduces operational
and capital expenditure at traditional LTE network operators;
on the other hand, it opens the cellular network business to
small network operators. Network operators can take advan-
tage of dynamic load balancing, the resource elasticity and
scalability that the cloud offers. This is a popular trend where
a number companies [1], [2], [3], [4] are offering multi-
tenant LTE public cloud service following Amazon EC2 and
Microsoft Azure style of business model. In a multi-tenant
public cloud architecture, LTE network operators are cloud
tenants that share compute, storage and network resources
with each other. This fact has motivated us to study LTE core
network security on public cloud.
In our study, we find that available solutions provide detailed
security guidelines to cryptographically secure both LTE sig-
naling messages and data packets over the radio network [5],
[6], [7]. They do not discuss, however, secure communication
inside the LTE core network. Up till now, every network
operator has privately operated its LTE packet core, shielding
the backend packets processing and messages exchange from
the outside world. In the age of multi-tenant LTE public cloud,
LTE core traffic – not ciphered and transported as “clear text”
– provides the adversary an opportunity to inspect subscriber
traffic and to inject malicious network traffic.
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Fig. 1: LTE core NFs are moved to public cloud.

Cloud service providers provision a number of virtual ma-
chines to host LTE Network Functions (NFs). These Virtual-
ized Network Functions (VNFs) from different network opera-
tors share the same physical infrastructure. They communicate
with LTE radio network via two different channels of control
and user planes, as shown in Figure 1. Although, cloud service
providers logically isolate traffic from different tenants, they
cannot guarantee that LTE VNF selection procedure always
chains a VNF to the same tenant. This motivates an attacker to
hijack VNF selection procedure to get associated with victim
tenant’s network. After that he gets control over the behavior
of victim tenant’s VNFs.

We outline that an adversary can bring four different types
of vulnerabilities and can launch a number of attacks in LTE
NFV. First, the attacker can lie about the status of one-hop
away neighbor and tricks the victim VNF to delete all asso-
ciated subscribers records. Second, it can sniff device master
session key during device intra-system switch. As a result,
the attacker can decrypt the encrypted packets and even can
derive future session keys using the leaked master key. Third,
the adversary can put memory pressure by simply sending one
false LTE paging notification message. This tricks LTE VNF
to reserve memory space for tens of hundreds of devices, and
disrupts the memory resource allocation scheduling at victim
VNF. Fourth, an adversary can inject fake IP packets into
neighboring NF’s user-plane module. This renders victim NF’s
data forwarding module to process fake IP packets that impacts
the performance of other IP data packets flows.

To address these vulnerabilities, we put forward
vEPC-sec. It is a solution that provides ciphering and
integrity protection to LTE control-plane messages, and
prevents fake IP packets injection into user-plane. It provides
shared-symmetric keys to VNFs to cryptographically
protect their control-plane messages in multi-tenant public
cloud environment. vEPC-sec is designed to meet cloud
requirements of scalability and fault tolerance. The VNF
might have lost the shared symmetric-keys during failure
recovery or scaling to a new instance. vEPC-sec detects such
a scenario through messages exchange with the peer VNF.



It assigns a fresh shared-symmetric key to the recovered or
scaled VNF. It also performs key change on the fly re-keying
procedure with the VNFs whose keys need to be updated as
well.

Our solution ensures that any attempt to inject fake IP
packets should be detected and blocked. To achieve this,
we add default packets forwarding policy as to ‘drop’ the
packet. Further, through vEPC-sec, we can detect replaying
of IP packets by malicious user-plane module that results in
subscriber overbilling issue[8]. Our solution also identifies if
data packets are illegally throttled at malicious forwarding
module by delaying their delivery. To achieve these, our idea
is to map radio data packets sent at LTE base station with the
IP data packet received at LTE core. Because, the LTE core
network forwards the same packet that it has received from
the base station, any missing/duplicate number of packets can
be detected.
Finally, through security analysis, we show that vEPC-sec
can guard both LTE control and data planes over public cloud.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose vEPC-sec that cryptographically secures
LTE control-plane transmission at LTE core. The heart
of the vEPC-sec is a distributed key management and
key derivation scheme that functions even during VNF
scalability and failure recovery scenarios.

• vEPC-sec puts user-plane traffic forwarding behavior
in check. It ensures no fake IP packet is injected in for-
warding plane, data packets are not forwarded twice, and
user packets are not intentionally delayed by adversary
forwarding module.

• We provide security analysis experiments and show that
our solution addresses the discussed vulnerabilities as
well as few others.

• vEPC-sec is a plug-and-play component with existing
LTE protocols. It provides secrecy to LTE cloud tenants
by requiring few lines of code changes.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to pro-
vide LTE core network security on public cloud. vEPC-sec
is a step forward to foster healthy competition among cellular
network providers (both small and major operators) by taking
away their worry of securing LTE core on public cloud.

II. LTE – NFV IN A NUTSHELL

LTE network consists of three main components: LTE
device, LTE base station and LTE core, as shown in Figure 2.
LTE NFV architecture virtualizes LTE core network functions
over the cloud and eliminates reliance on vendor specific
proprietary hardwares. Softwarization of LTE NFs accelerates
the innovation by lowering operational and capital expenditures
[9], [10]. LTE core (also known as Evolved Packet Core (EPC))
is composed of a number of Network Functions (NFs): the
Serving Gateway (SGW), the PDN Gateway (PGW), the Mo-
bility Management Entity (MME), the Home Subscriber Server
(HSS), and a few others. These LTE EPC NFs (implemented
as virtualized NF (VNFS) over cloud) handle control-plane
and data-plane traffic through separate network interfaces and
protocols. Cloud providers host EPC NFs on separate virtual
machines (VMs) for scalability and flexibility purpose [11],
[12], [13].

As shown in Figure 2, LTE control-plane traffic from
radio network is sent to MME VNF. MME acts as a cen-
tral management entity that authenticates and authorizes the
device, handles device procedures (such as device registration,
handover, location update, and service provisioning). It is also
responsible of setting-up device data channel (i.e. data bearers)
with SGW and PGW VNFs. In a virtualized environment,
both SGW and PGW are divided into control-plane and user-
plane modules. The control-plane modules are responsible
of assigning IP address(es) for device and creating packet
forwarding rules. These packet forwarding rules are sent to
corresponding SGW and PGW user-plane modules that enforce
the data packets forwarding policy for that device. Such
decoupling of SGW and PGW into control and user planes is
important for LTE data service performance that allows data
packets to be forwarded without going through virtualization
layer. This is also a common design approach in Software
Defined Networking [14], [15].
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Fig. 2: LTE architecture over NFV: an overview.

VNFs selection in LTE: LTE network operators want
that the appropriate EPC VNFs are selected to serve their
subscribers according to device geographical area (known as
tracking area in LTE), and type of radio network (macro/micro
base station) it uses. To achieve this, network operators con-
figure a number of EPC VNFs and create a pool of these
VNFs. The best available VNFs – closer to the device and not
heavily loaded – are selected to serve the subscriber device
during its registration procedure with LTE network. This VNFs
selection can be achieved either through stateful load balancer
or through LTE standardized procedure [16]. In the first
approach, stateful load balancer sends a query to VNF pool
database and gets the IP addresses of MME, SGW and PGW
VNFs to serve the subscriber. This is a standard cloud based
approach implemented in today’s public clouds. Examples
include, Microsoft Azure’s backend pool [17] and Amazon
EC2 spot fleet [18]. In the second approach, configured LTE
VNFs are registered at Domain Name Server (DNS). During
device registration procedure MME VNF makes a DNS query
to select best possible SGW and PGW VNFs instances to serve
the subscriber. These DNS queries are made using UDP as
transport protocol, as the standard states “DNS resolvers in
EPC core network nodes shall support recursive queries and
responses over UDP transport as specified in IETF RFC 1035”
[16]. This selection of VNFs is vulnerable especially when
query request/response are not cryptographically protected.



III. LTE SECURITY OVER PUBLIC CLOUD

LTE standard secures device communication with LTE base
station, and EPC through symmetric keys. On receiving device
registration request, MME contacts HSS and retrieves the
device symmetric session key (known as KASME key). MME
further derives separate ciphering and integrity keys to secure
the device connection with radio network and LTE core [5].
MME secures its communication with LTE base station and
HSS through secure SCTP and diameter protocols, respectively
[19], [20]. However, SGW communication with MME, PGW
and LTE base station is carried through unsecured IP/UDP
based GPRS Tunneling protocol (GTPs). LTE system security
[5] and LTE network domain security [7], [6] standards do not
discuss securing GTP control and user plane protocols. In this
paper, we first show new LTE vulnerabilities that unsecured
GTP protocols bring in public cloud, and then provide a
framework to secure GTP protocols communication.

Goals We aim to evaluate LTE-NFV security from two as-
pects: (1) identifying control-plane vulnerabilities that disrupt
VNF operations, and (2) disclosing data forwarding policies
misuses that impact subscribers data performance.

Threat model In our threat model, we consider a cloud
service provider that hosts multiple LTE network operators
(i.e. tenants). These tenants serve in a competitive LTE market
where multiple tenants compete by providing LTE service
in a similar geographical areas. To gain competitive edge,
a malicious tenant has benefit to attack other tenants’ LTE
VNFs. The first step the malicious tenant takes is to trick
victim tenant’s VNF to get associated with one of malicious
tenant’s VNF. By doing so, it gets control over the behaviour
of victim tenant. This is challenging, especially, when cloud
service provider isolates traffic from different tenants through
virtual LANs and/or source/destination addresses hash based
forwarding. To solve this challenge, the malicious tenant
exploits the fact that a VNFs selection query is made to select
the best available VNFs during device registration procedure
(§II). The malicious tenant can hijack the response of that
query by replacing victim tenant’s SGW IP address to one
of its SGW IP address. He does not need to hijack every
VNFs selection response, rather, hijacking one out of few
thousands responses is sufficient. Further, malicious tenant can
also control the number of VNFs selection requests. It can
do so by first becoming the customer of victim tenant (by
purchasing LTE service plan under victim tenant), and then
sending a number of device registration requests to trigger
SGW selection procedure at cloud.
The malicious SGW that associates itself with victim tenant
network strictly follows LTE standard operations to avoid be-
ing detected through cloud intrusion detection box. The threats
it can bring include: (a) sending wrong status information to
MME regarding PGW, (b) sniffing unprotected GTP messages
exchanged between source and destination MMEs, (d) putting
memory pressure throug false paging notification message(s),
and (d) injecting fake IP packets to impact the performance
of other IP flows. We assume that victim tenant VNFs are
not compromised and function according to LTE standard
protocols.

IV. LTE – NFV VULNERABILITIES

A. Purging subscribers’ context from MME

The malicious SGW can remove all subscribers’ context
from MME by sending PGW restart notification message. LTE
EPC NFs employ a mechanism, known as path management
[21], in which the availability of directly connected peer NFs
can be determined for reliability purpose. A NF sends echo
request message to its peer NF, and on receiving the echo
response message it determines the reachability of peer NF.
These periodic heart beat messages are also used to adjust the
retry timer value for lost signaling messages. Once a NF is
detected to be non-responding (i.e. no echo response message
is received for certain number of tries), it is marked as failed.
The failure indication is also sent to next hop NFs which
are not directly connected with non-responding NF. We take
an example of PGW failure. The PGW is directly connected
to SGW, and its connection with MME goes through SGW.
When SGW determines that the PGW has failed, it sends
failure notification signaling message to MME (refer to section
7.9.5 PGW Restart Notification in TS 29.274[22], and 16.1A.2
PGW Failure in TS 23.007[23] for detailed procedure). On
receiving the PGW failure notification, MME clears all those
subscribers records which are served by failed PGW. MME
then sends Implicit Detach Request message to all these sub-
scriber devices. On receiving Implicit Detach Request, devices
first locally deregister from LTE network and then re-initiate
the registration procedure (i.e. Attach Request procedure). As
new registration requests (i.e. Attach Request messages) from
these subscriber devices arrive at EPC, a different PGW is
selected (either by stateful load balancer or through DNS
resolution).

Devices eNodeB MME SGWM-C
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Fig. 3: Malicious SGW (SGWM) tricks MME to delete all subscribers records by
sending false PGW restart notification message.

Malicious SGW adopts LTE failure recovery procedure
in its advantage. It sends PGW Restart Notification message
to MME, as shown in Figure 3. On receiving PGW Restart
Notification message, MME sends Implicit Detach Request
message to all those subscribers which are connected to the
reported PGW. Thereafter, all these subscribers will send
Attach Request message to MME. MME will authenticate these
devices and will assign them new PGW that will assign IP
addresses to these subscribers.
This vulnerability is quite powerful in two aspects. First, when
malicious SGW reports PGW failure to MME then this failure
is cascaded to other SGWs too, as MME clears all subscribers’
contexts related to the reported PGW. LTE design choice of
associating multiple SGWs with one MME and a PGW is due
to avoid IP address1 change during device mobility. When

1PGW assigns IP address(s) to every subscriber device.



the device moves around, the SGW is relocated by keeping
the PGW unchanged, hence the device keeps the same IP
address. Second, this vulnerability brings incast micro-burst
(signaling spikes) at stateful load balancer and MME VNF
that may render them non-response for short period of time,
as shown in Figure 4. This is because on receiving the Implicit
Detach Request message, all devices (associated with different
LTE base stations but one MME VNF2) initiate the LTE
Attach procedure at roughly the same time. These signaling
messages, arriving from distributed LTE base stations (i.e.
eNodeBs), are received by stateful load balancer that forwards
to MME VNF (approximately at same messages arrival rate).
Note that the incast micro-burst problem is known in public
cloud due to TCP incast throughput collapse [24], [25], [26].
In this paper, we reveal that the standardized PGW failure
recovery procedure also introduces incast micro-burst in public
cloud. An attacker can benefit by triggering incast micro-bursts
through false failure recovery signaling messages.

Stateful Load Balancer

UE1 UE2 UE3

MME

UE5 UEnUE4

eNodeB1 eNodeBn

Fan-in traffic

Fig. 4: Incast micro-burst problem: Simultaneous initialization of Attach Request
procedure from a quite number of devices (i.e. UEs) bring signaling spikes at cloud.

Vulnerability 1: Malicious SGW can disrupt LTE service
provided by victim tenant. The exploit of this vulnerability can
be cascaded to other victim’s SGWs, as MME clears device
sessions spanned over multiple SGWs. Also, this vulnerability
inadvertently creates micro-burst at cloud when distributed
LTE devices try to re-attach with MME.

B. Master key exposure during device intra-system switch

We find that the device master key is exposed during
intra-system switch – when MME is relocated during device
mobility. We recall that during device registration procedure,
the MME receives master key (i.e. KASME key) from HSS.
MME then uses KASME to derive KeNB (the key to secure radio
communication), and a couple of other keys to cryptograph-
ically secure the connection between device and MME. This
KASME key does not change until the user removes and re-
inserts the SIM card [27]. The same KASME is used to derive
future KeNB in a chain as the user performs handover from one
LTE base station (also known as eNodeB) to the other.
As LTE subscriber moves, the subscriber device sessions may
need to be transferred from serving MME to target MME.
This process is known as LTE S1-handover procedure. During
device mobility, the serving MME sends KASME key to the
target MME in the S10 Forward Relocation Request message.
The source MME also sends Next hop Chaining Counter
(NCC) and Next Hop (NH) values, which are used to derive
KeNB in a key chain, to target MME. The rationale of sending

2During device mobility, device changes LTE base station by performing X2 handover,
but keeps same MME [13].

KASME from source MME to target MME is to avoid device re-
authentication procedure. Such design choice has merit since
traditionally LTE EPC nodes are implemented over carrier
grade boxes making a private LTE core network. However,
in public cloud, a malicious EPC node can infiltrate into other
tenant’s network and KASME transfer in plain text is vulnerable.
Cloud service providers virtually partition physical network
infrastructure into a number of virtual networks. This network
partitioning ensures that intra-tenant communication is not
exposed to other tenants. Using our threat model, malicious
SGW VNF becomes the part of victim tenant’s network. Being
the member of victim’s operational network, malicious SGW
can sniff those packets which are exchanged within victim
tenant’s network boundaries. There are a number of network
packets sniffing tools, such as wireshark [28], Vmware’s
[29], and Citrix’s [30] sniffers, that the attacker can use to
sniff intra-tenant VNFs network communication. By passively
sniffing the network traffic, the attacker can capture KASME
values belonging to all those devices that performed intra-
system switch. In Figure 5, we show a wireshark trace that
captures the KASME value. The attacker can send these keys to
outside collaborators to launch a number of attacks (including
ciphering/deciphering radio packets, controlling the behavior
of compromised subscribers, and many more) which were
never possible before in LTE.

Fig. 5: KASME key can be captured through wireshark on intra-system switch

Vulnerability 2: KASME key value is captured by malicious
SGW VNF when device performs intra-system switch during
its mobility.

C. Memory pressure through a false downlink notification
message

A false downlink notification message from malicious
SGW VNF renders MME VNF to reserve the memory for
hundreds of devices. The downlink notification message en-
ables the device to re-establish the session with LTE network
that it has been teared down while entering into low power idle
state. The device enters into idle state when it has no data to
send or receive. In the idle state, the device releases its radio
connection with eNodeB to conserve the battery. The device
periodically listens the broadcast paging message (which is a
downlink notification message for device) to check if there is
any incoming data waiting to be transmitted at EPC. The pag-
ing message is initiated by MME when it receives a downlink
data notification signal for particular device from SGW. On
receiving the paging message, the device establishes the radio
connection with eNodeB followed by Service Request initial
NAS message. On receiving the Service Request message from
device, the MME authenticates the subscriber and modifies the
data bearer at SGW and PGW.
An attacker can exploit this LTE feature to put memory pres-
sure at MME VNF. In his approach, the malicious SGW VNF
sends a false downlink paging notification message to MME
VNF, as shown in Figure 6. In that message, it puts the mes-
sage cause as paging message and provides bearer identities for



up to one thousand devices3. On receiving the paging message
notification from SGW VNF, MME VNF reserves the memory
for every device addressed in downlink notification message.
It then initiates the paging procedure through eNodeBs4 that
send broadcast paging messages addressing multiple devices.
On receiving the paging message, the subscriber devices first
initiate the radio connection with eNodeB and transition into
connected state. They send Service Request messages to MME
VNF to establish their data channel. MME VNF authen-
ticates these devices and establishes their bearer resources
for uplink/downlink transfer of data packets. Because these
Service Request messages were initiated due to false downlink
notification from malicious SGW VNF, there exists no data
activity from/to devices. The MME awaits for device inactivity
timer to expire (usually set as 11-12 seconds [31]) before
releasing the connections for devices, and hence clearing the
memory.
Through this vulnerability, malicious SGW VNF can keep
MME VNF memory occupied by periodically (at an interval
of 12 seconds) sending downlink notification message. As a
result, the attacker can slow down messages processing at
victim VNF and incur control-plane latencies [32], [33]. The
increased memory pressure on MME also impacts co-located
VMs instances (that share the same physical memory) [34],
[35] that may impact their performance as well. Furthermore,
this vulnerability also silently drains the battery of victim
devices. It has been shown in [36] that the power consumption
in device connected state is 3×-4× higher compared to its idle
state.
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Downlink Data Notification (Bearer IDs of 

multiple devices, cause = paging)

Downlink Data Notification 

Acknowledgement

Reserve memory to 
handle devices session

Paging

Service Requests

Paging

RRC procedure

Memory is kept reserved 
until devices inactivity 
timer expire

Fig. 6: Malicious SGW VNF generates a paging downlink notification message
addressing a number of devices towards victim’s MME VNF. The MME VNF
reserves the memory and initiates the paging procedure towards target devices.
Through this procedure, malicious SGW VNF can increase memory usage at victim’s
MME VNF.

Vulnerability 3: False downlink data notification signaling
message puts memory pressure on MME VNF that lets victim
VNF to reserve memory space for a number of devices. It
also impacts victim tenant’s subscribers devices that end up
consuming significantly higher battery power.

D. Slowing GTP forwarding plane by injecting fake IP packets

We find that a malicious SGW VNF can throttle the victim
tenant’s user-plane traffic by simply sending fake IP packets
to victim tenant’s forwarding plane. On device registration,

3One GTP-C payload message size is 64KB, whereas device identifier length is 64
bytes. LTE standard allows SGW to include multiple devices bearer identities in single
downlink notification message [22]

4Paging message is sent in registered tracking area of the device. This tracking area
spans over multiple eNodeBs.

once the user is authenticated and authorized by MME, PGW
control plane assigns the IP addresses and packet forwarding
precedence priority5. It also disseminates these policies to
SGW control plane VNF. Both SGW and PGW apply IP
packet forwarding rules at their user-plane forwarding engine,
as ¡rule, action¿ tuples. The rule represents the matching of
the different packets according to policy, and the action refers
to the basic operation to be carried out over the incoming
packets. Much like OpenFlow switching tables[37] and Service
Data Flow Templates in LTE (Figure 6.5 in LTE policy and
charging control architecture specification[38]), these rules are
installed in forwarding tables of SGW-U and PGW-U, as
shown in Figure 7. The tables closer to ingress ports store
high precedence rules compared to the tables which are closer
to egress ports. If the incoming packet does not match any rule
at all the tables, it is dropped.
An attacker (SGW-C VNF) exploits the fact that incoming
packet rule is searched at all forwarding tables before taking
the action of dropping the packet. It first installs few fake IP
packets forwarding rules as the highest precedence at its user-
plane and then starts injecting these packets. When the fake IP
packets arrive SGW-U from SGW-C, they are matched at 1st

forwarding table and are sent to PGW-U. The PGW-U does not
contain any entry of these fake IP packets as these IP addresses
were never assigned by PGW-C. However, PGW-U needs to
find the match of all fake IP packets at all of its forwarding
table before discarding these packets. This process of matching
of IP packets at all forwarding tables introduce extra packet-
processing overhead that slows down other legitimate IP packet
flows sharing the common hardware resource. Note that, the
attacker is not flooding PGW-U with fake IP packets which
is equivalent to denial of service attack and can easily be
detected. Here the attacker’s goal is to send only those number
of packets which relatively slow down the victim tenant’s
forwarding plane performance compared to the performance
that the attacker tenant is providing to its subscribers.
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table 0

Forwarding rule channel

Frwdng  
table 1

Frwdng  
table n

Ingress  
ports

Egress  
ports

PGW-U

PGW-C

Miss Miss Miss

Drop

SGW-U Packets

Fig. 7: Packet forwarding tables at SGW-U and PGW-U are arranged from highest
priority rules to lowest priority ones. The malicious SGW-U can inject fake packets
towards PGW-U that force PGW-U to search the rule at all of its forwarding tables.
This procedure slows down the packet forwarding of legitimate IP packets.

Vulnerability 4: Injecting fake IP packets slow down the
forwarding plane performance of victim tenant.

V. SOLUTION GOALS AND OVERVIEW

Goals: We want to achieve the following two goals in our
solution.

1) GTP-C ciphering and authenticity: We want to crypto-
graphically secure GTP-C communication.

5For example, IP address assigned for voice traffic has higher packet forwarding priority
than default IP address assigned to access the Internet.



2) GTP-U faithful packets forwarding: We want to ensure
that the filtered packets reach PGW-U from SGW-U.
Moreover, SGW-U should not be able to replay or delay
packets.

Architecture and vEPC-sec component: Figure 8 pro-
vides an overview of our architecture. We propose a distributed
architecture in which an LTE–NFV over cloud is decomposed
into several LTE–NFV subnets. Dividing vEPC into subnets
ensure fault tolerant and scalable network design. Our solution
introduces vEPC-sec component, a central entity for provid-
ing key management to GTP-C traffic. It also ensures that only
legitimate data packets are forwarded from SGW-U to PGW-
U. We assume that vEPC-sec component is highly reliable
with 1:1 redundancy [39], and communicates with EPC VNFs
over secure channels only.

Solution overview: We propose vEPC-sec that (1)
cryptographically secures communication over GTP-C, and (2)
prevents illegitimate packets injection at GTP-U.
At GTP-C, our idea is to provide distributed key management
scheme from which LTE EPC VNFs derive ciphering and
integrity keys to encrypt and integrity protect their messages.
When EPC VNF is selected to serve the subscriber, it connects
with vEPC-sec over a secure interface (shown as double
dotted lines in Figure 8) and requests the shared symmetric
keys to communicate with other EPC VNFs. In the request
message it includes the VNF identities with which it wants
to communicate, as well as its own identity. vEPC-sec first
checks whether all these virtualized EPC (vEPC) instances are
part of same tenant by contacting local database. If the answer
is positive then it runs Key Derivation Function (KDF) and
generates 3 pairs of keys so that MME, SGW and PGW VNFs
can independently communicate with each other. vEPC-sec
then sends these keys to corresponding EPC VNFs. Every
VNF then locally derives integrity and ciphering keys against
both keys it has received from vEPC-sec. Thereafter, the
signaling messages between a pair of VNFs are ciphered and
integrity protected. Our solution addresses vulnerability 1
(§IV-A) and vulnerability 3 (§IV-B) when MME only accepts
integrity protected and ciphered messages from PGW-U (sent
via SGW-U) using derived shared keys between MME and
PGW VNFs. Therefore, SGW-U cannot lie that the message
is originated from PGW-U. Further, it addresses vulnerability
2 (§IV-B), as KASME is transferred over encrypted GTP-C
between MMEsource and MMEtarget.
At GTP-U, we introduce the concepts of assigning SGW-U
the role of firewall, and correlating data packets received at
LTE radio network and PGW-U. SGW-U plays the role of a
firewall when PGW-C assigns the default packet forwarding
policy to drop the packet. As a result, SGW-U only allows
those IP packets whose addresses are assigned by PGW-C
(via SGW-C); hence addressing vulnerability 4 (§IV-D). We
further ensure that only those packets should reach PGW-U
which are sent by the legitimate subscriber. That is, SGW-
U should not be able to replay IP packets towards PGW-U.
We achieve this by matching packets sent from LTE base
station to vEPC-sec, and packets received at PGW-U from
SGW-U. By correlating packets sequence numbers from both
entities ensure that they were originated by the device and were
not delayed/droped by SGW-U. vEPC-sec also correlates IP
address with device Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier

(C-RNTI)6. C-RNTI and IP address mapping confirm that IP
packets are originated by the legitimate device, hence avoid IP
spoofing attack reported in LTE [40], [8].
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Fig. 8: Our solution architecture to cryptographically secure GTP-C. Interfaces
shown in double dotted lines are secured through TLS.

VI. SOLUTION

A. LTE GTP-C confidentiality and integrity protection

We propose distributed security keys derivation and man-
agement scheme for integrity protection and ciphering of GTP-
C signaling messages.

Distributed security keys derivation and management for
GTP–C: Our solution provides a security abstraction
module vEPC-sec, responsible of providing symmetric keys
to LTE VNFs. When a VNF is chosen to serve a subscriber
(during device registration procedure), it first checks whether
it has the symmetric keys to securely communicate with other
selected VNFs or not. If the keys exist then the subscriber
signaling messages exchange between these VNFs are ciphered
and integrity protected; otherwise, shared symmetric keys
are retrieved from vEPC-sec over TLS connection7. LTE
VNF retrieves the keys by sending Keys Information Request
message, requesting security keys for GTP-C communication.
This request includes its VNF identity (which is Universal
Unique Identifier (UUID) assigned to VM [41]), as well
as identities of other VNFs with which it will communicate.
Upon the receipt of the Keys Information Request message
from the LTE VNF, vEPC-sec contacts the database and
determines whether all these VNFs belong to same operator
or not. If the response is negative then an alarm message will
be sent to NFV orchestrator to take further action. This is
the first line of defense in which any attempt from malicious
tenant to infiltrate into victim tenant network is thwarted. In
case all VNFs included in Keys Information Request message
belong to the same tenant, vEPC-sec computes KMS, KMP,
and KSP to secure the communication between MME – SGW,
MME – PGW, and SGW – PGW VNFs, respectively. Each
key is derived from the KDF by using inputs of 256 bits
long vEPC-sec master key and RAND value, as well as
identities of two VNFs with which the key will be shared.
We have shown keys derivation steps in Figure 9. vEPC-sec
applies the H-MAC based KDF, as specified in TS33.220 3GPP
specification [42].
After deriving the keys, vEPC-sec sends Keys Information

6C-RNTI uniquely identifies the device over the air. This C-RNTI remains unchanged
until the device releases its radio connection (i.e. RRC Connection Release).

7LTE VNF and vEPC-sec interface is protected using TLS. No message is exchanged
until secure tunnel is established



Response message back to the VNF that has requested the keys.
It also sends Keys Allocation Request message to other two
VNFs for whom the keys were derived in the process. These
messages contain two keys required to communicate with other
two EPC VNFs as well as encryption and integrity algorithm
identities8 for further key derivation. On receiving the message
from vEPC-sec, every VNF further derives ciphering and
integrity keys. It inputs encryption algorithm identity and the
received key value to derive the ciphering key. Similarly, it
inputs integrity algorithm identity along with the received
security key and derives the integrity key. We have shown
keys derivation at VNFs in Figure 9. Once both ciphering and
integrity keys have been derived, these are truncated and the
128 least significant bits are used. Thereafter, VNF can use
these keys to send ciphered and integrity protected messages
over GTP-C interface to other paired VNFs.
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Fig. 9: Keys hierarchy and derivation for securing communication at LTE GTP-C
interfaces.

Derivation of MAC, and ciphering the messages: After
integrity and encryption keys derivation, we discuss how
our solution encrypts messages and calculates their Message
Authentication Code (MAC) for integrity check. Let’s assume
sender wants to send a message to receiver VNF over GTP-
C. The sender VNF first calculates the MAC through EPS
integrity algorithm [5]. The algorithm takes a number of input
parameters: (1) 128 bit shared symmetric key between sender
and receiver VNFs, (2) a 32-bit Nonce, (3) 1-bit direction of
the transmission, and (4) the GTP-C signaling message itself.
The Nonce value is a pseudo-random number to ensure that
old messages cannot be replayed. The direction bit is 0 for
uplink and 1 for downlink message. After calculating MAC,
the sender then ciphers the message by using EPS encryption
algorithm [5]. The input values to the algorithm are: (1) 128
bit shared symmetric key between sender and receiver VNFs,
(2) a 32-bit Nonce, (3) 1-bit direction of the transmission, and
(4) the length of the GTP-C signaling message to be sent. The
encryption algorithm outputs keystream block equals to the
length of the message. The message is then encrypted using a
bit per bit binary addition of the plaintext GTP-C message and
the keystream block. The sender sends the encrypted message,
MAC and the Nonce value to the receiver. The receiver first
ensures that the Nonce value is not the one it has received
before. The receiver then calculates the MAC and matches it

8vEPC-sec selects either 00010 or 0010 to represent AES or SNOW 3G algorithm
identity, respectively [5], in its response message.

with received MAC value to ensure the integrity protection
of the message. If the integrity check is passed, the receiver
decipher the encrypted message. The receiver recovers the
message by generating the same keystream using the same
input parameters by the sender and applying a bit per bit binary
addition with the ciphertext.

Securing communication during device mobility: Up
till this end, vEPC-sec secures the communication be-
tween MME, SGW and PGW VNFs. Due to device mobility,
MMEsource needs to exchange handover signaling messages as
well as providing KASME key to MMEtarget. To meet the security
requirement in device mobility, we extend our key management
technique for communication between two MME VNFs. On
receiving the Handover Required message from LTE base
station, MMEsource determines the address of MMEtarget and
asks vEPC-sec to provide the shared symmetric key to
securely communicate with MMEtarget. vEPC-sec generates
the KMM and gives it to MMEsource along with integrity
and ciphering algorithm identities. It also sends a message
Handover Key Establishment to MMEtarget that include KMM
and integrity and ciphering algorithm identities. The mes-
sage from vEPC-sec explicitly informs MMEtarget that it
would receive a ciphered and integrity protected message from
MMEsource which will be decoded using the provided key.
On receiving the KMM, MMEsource proceeds with handover
procedure and sends ciphered and integrity protected handover
signaling message to MMEtarget. The MMEtarget receives the
message from MMEsource VNF for which it has received the
key, and deciphers the message after ensuring the message
integrity check. This solution also addresses the vulnerability
2 (§IV-D), because KASME is being sent over secured channel
between MMEsource and MMEtarget

B. LTE GTP-U faithful packets forwarding

Our solution ensures that SGW-U (1) does not inject any
fake packets, (2) forwards the data packets without delaying,
and (3) does not duplicate the packet forwarding. Moreover,
vEPC-sec also prevents IP packets spoofing by attacker
devices.

Making SGW-U the firewall for PGW-U: At the time
of device registration, PGW-C VNF assigns the device IP
address(es) and applies packet forwarding rules – that it
receives from policy and charging LTE NF – at PGW-U. PGW-
C also forwards the ¡rule, action¿ pair to SGW-C. SGW-C then
installs these rules to its forwarding plane. This means both
SGW-U and PGW-U apply identical packets forwarding rules.
The SGW-U which receives the device data packets from radio
network simply forwards these packets to PGW-U according
to data forwarding policy. The vulnerability we discuss in
§IV-D arises due to the fact that SGW-U forwards the fake IP
packets and exhausts the forwarding table lookup at PGW-U.
In principle, SGW-U should never forward a packet whose rule
was not defined by PGW-C. It means there exists no practical
use case scenario in which SGW-U and PGW-U forwarding
policies ever mismatch. PGW-C uses this principle to address
vulnerability 4 (§IV-D). It simply explicitly provides packet
drop policy to SGW-C when no rule is found. It sends ¡GTP-
U * * * *, drop¿9 rule signifying that the default rule is

9Should be read as: packet from GTP-U protocol with any source address, any source
port, any destination address, and any destination port will be dropped.



to drop the packet. We should mention that the default rule
must be placed as the last entry of the last table at SGW-
U, otherwise legitimate packets will be dropped. This is a
common misconfiguration issue reported in packet forwarding
middleboxes (liked routers and switches) [43].

Ensuring data packets are not maliciously throttled: Al-
though above solution addresses fake IP packets injection
problem, SGW-U can misbehave in a different way. It can
replay legitimate data packets to overbill10 the subscriber [8],
and can even delay the data packets forwarding to throttle the
end user data throughput. Note that, periodically delaying some
TCP packets cause out of order delivery at the receiver. As a
result, the TCP at the send side keeps transitioning between
fast retransmit/fast recovery and congestion avoidance phases.
The application data sending rate is throttled as a consequence.
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Fig. 10: Our solution to guard GTP-U traffic.

To address these issues, our approach is to enable data
packets’ headers inspection at vEPC-sec. When the device
has some data to send, it establishes its data channel with
LTE network (i.e. by sending Service Request message). When
LTE base station receives the data packets from the device, it
puts GTP-U header that includes message type, GTP-U tunnel
identifier and the packet sequence number. The sequence
number field uniquely identifies the packet in an IP flow at
LTE network. The value is incremented on every data packet
transmission. Our idea is to enable 1:1 mapping between
packets sent by LTE base station to SGW-U and the ones
received by PGW-U from SGW-U. This approach isolates the
malicious acitivity done at SGW-U. As shown in Figure 10,
we require that LTE base station should mirror its interface
towards SGW-U to vEPC-sec. The mirrored packets are only
the GTP-U headers and the device radio network identity (i.e.
C-RNTI), and does not include packets payload. Similarly,
PGW-U mirrors the IP and GTP-U headers of the packets that
it has received from SGW-U to vEPC-sec. By looking at
same headers reported from two different entities, vEPC-sec
can distinguish any missing packets, out of order packets, and
even duplicate packets.

Ensuring data packets are originated by legitimate device:
By correlating C-RNTI with IP packets, vEPC-sec can also

10The subscriber pays for the data packets it has sent/received at PGW-U. So SGW-U
can replay subscriber data packets to overcharge the subscriber.

avoid other attacks that have been reported in recent past.
These include spoofing of IP packets and injecting data packets
by using the IP address of control-plane [44], [45], [8].
These attack mainly occur when the malicious device which is
authenticated during connection establishment phase may lie
about itself while sending IP packets. To address this issue,
vEPC-sec binds the C-RNTI with the IP address the P-GW
has assigned. In this way, the attacker can only send IP data by
using its own data-plane IP address. He can neither use control-
plane IP address or spoof IP address of other subscribers.

C. Discussion

We briefly discuss how our solution works during VNFs
failure recovery and scalability scenarios. We also discuss other
implementation related challenges and our solution to address
them.

Fault tolerance and scalability: LTE network operators
aim to provide all-time service access to their subscribers.
Both cloud service providers and LTE standard discuss failure
recovery [46], [47], [48], [49] and scalability [50], [51]
procedures. In failure recovery procedure, a standby EPC VNF
replaces the failed VNF, and failed signaling messages are re-
executed. It is possible that during the recovery process the
alternative VNF cannot restore the GTP-C security keys (e.g.
in fail-stop failure scenario). Similarly, scalability requirements
stipulates that a new VNF instance should be prepared to
handle increasing subscribers requests. This new VNF does
not have the security keys to communicate with its peer VNFs.
To address these challenge, we propose that once the new
VNF instance becomes active, it first contacts vEPC-sec
by sending Keys Information Request due to Recovery and
Scalability message. In this message it includes, its own VNF
identity, and the VNF identity of the failed instance – in case
of failure, or the identity of the original VNF that is being
scaled. On receiving the request, vEPC-sec first determines
all those VNF instances that have been affected due to fail-
ure/scalability. It initiates “key change on the fly” procedure
by sending Re-keying Required message to all affected VNFs.
Once these VNFs receive Re-keying Required message from
vEPC-sec, they suspend their communication and prepare
to change the key by responding with Re-keying Request
Acknowledged message. On receiving the Re-keying Request
Acknowledged message from all these VNFs, vEPC-sec de-
rives and distributes new security keys, according to procedure
discussed in §VI-A. In this way, the new VNF as well as
other affected VNFs can resume secure messages exchange
over GTP-C interface.

Nonce value wrap-around: vEPC-sec uses increasing
Nonce value to compute MAC and ciphered text. The length
which is 32 bit long can generate more than 4 billion unique
Nonce values. These number of values although sufficient if
they are used per device, are not enough when the Nonce is
incremented for every GTP-C signaling message sent/received
at VNF. Naturally, the Nonce value wraps around when all
unique Nonce values have been used. Due to wrap-around,
the GTP-C messages are dropping at the receiver VNF that
mistakenly corresponds these messages as a replay attack.
To address this issue, we propose of re-keying whenever
the wrap around occurs. On wrap-around, the VNF sends



Keys Information Request due to Wrap-Around message to
vEPC-sec. In this message it includes, its own VNF identity,
and the identities of those VNFs with which it was exchanging
GTP-C signaling messages. vEPC-sec then initiates “key
change on the fly” procedure as discussed above to update the
GTP-C communication keys between these VNFs. Once the
new keys are assigned, it is safe to use wrap-around Nonce
value as an input to generate MAC and ciphered text block.

Incremental deployment: In designing vEPC-sec, we
understand that network operators are interested in NFV for
new and expanding deployments but might be less enthusiastic
about re-writing their EPC implementations. Our solution
acts like plug-and-play and does not conflict with any LTE
standard protocol working. We do not make changes to existing
LTE interfaces. When LTE VNFs power-on, they setup TLS
connection with vEPC-sec. Afterwards, the key derivation is
only done once, when a VNF is selected to serve a subscriber.
Note that we do not perform GTP-C key derivation for every
subscriber registration request, rather it is done once when
three VNFs (i.e. MME, SGW and PGW) establish their con-
nections first time to serve a subscriber. In practice hundreds
and thousands of devices are assigned to same set of VNFs
for which GTP-C key derivation is performed once.
In other words, cloud LTE tenants need to add only few
lines of source code at VNF initialization phases (i.e. at VNF
bootup and VNFs connection establishment phases). These few
changes can ensure network operators that their subscribers
GTP-C and GTP-U are well protected.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We briefly discuss that why available cloud security mech-
anisms do not protect from LTE NFV security vulnerabilities.
Later, we provide security analysis of vEPC-sec.

A. Limitations of cloud security solutions

In cloud, packets exchange can be cryptographically secure
either by using TLS at transport layer, or Internet Protocol
security (IPsec) at networking layer of the protocol stack.
Firewall, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), and Intrusion Pre-
vention Systems (IPS) middleboxes block unauthorized access
to tenant VNFs, detect and prevent the malicious activities at
these VNFs, respectively. We find that all these mechanisms
are not sufficient to provide LTE NFV security.
GTP uses UDP/IP protocol to transfer GTP messages[21]
and cannot use transport layer security mechanisms. GTP
tunnels can use IPsec to secure their messages. However,
IPsec does not meet high availability and fault tolerance LTE
requirements[52], [53]. It takes more than 15 seconds to re-
establish new signaling bearers with the subscribers (which
were served by the failed VNF instance)[52]. This delay is
18× more than LTE high availability requirement of five-
nines11 (i.e. VNF downtime should not be greater than 864.3
milliseconds per day). Moreover, IPsec does not protect against
fake IP packets injection vulnerability (§IV-D).
Security middleboxes in the cloud have their own limitations.
Firewall performs stateful inspection of GTP traffic entering
into the tenant network. Its functions protect the mobile packet

11Public cloud provides four nines of high availability, that is downtime of 8.64
seconds/day is allowed [12].

core from signaling storms and man in the middle attacks.
However, it does not guard against insider attacks when an
adversary VNF becomes part of victim tenant’s network. The
purpose of IDS/IPS is to perform signature based packets
inspection to find a malicious activities between LTE VNFs.
They also fail to detect discussed vulnerabilities when mali-
cious tenant VNF fully obeys the LTE standards to alter the
functionalities provided by victim tenant.

B. vEPC-sec security analysis

We are mainly concerned in analyzing vEPC-sec in
three dimension: (1) whether an adversarial VNF can get
the shared-symmetric keys to communicate with the victim
tenant’s VNFs? (2) whether it can abuse PGW-U resources by
injecting fake IP packets?, and (3) whether the attacker can
limit the victim subscriber’s packets rate?

On secure communication between malicious and victim
tenant’s VNFs: Our solution does not allow the malicious
VNF to establish a secure GTP-C connection with victim
VNFs. We consider an adversarial model in which an adver-
sary can communicate with vEPC-sec to derive the keys.
Although, an adversary cannot sniff TLS protected packets
between vEPC-sec and victim VNFs, it can get the VNFs
identities through other means (e.g. sniffing the ARP packets
and decoding UIUD from MAC address[54]). To understand,
we take an example of malicious SGW that holds victim
tenant’s MME and PGW VNF UIUDs and describe it in
Analysis 1 pseudocode. Malicious SGW first establishes the
TLS connection with vEPC-sec and then sends the Keys
Information Request message. In the message, it includes
UIUDs of its VNF as well as victim MME and PGW VNFs.
On receiving the key generation request, vEPC-sec first
verifies whether all these VNFs belong to same tenant or
not. It contacts cloud database to get an answer. The cloud
database has the record of all UIUDs and has mapped these
identities against the operator, location, priority and weight
factor. It replies vEPC-sec with the operator names that
host and manages these VNFs. On receiving the response,
vEPC-sec determines that all three VNFs do not belong to
the same operator and hence rejects the request by sending
Keys Information Request Rejected message back to malicious
SGW. It can mention the reject cause as: different operators.
The malicious SGW can try all different combinations of MME
and PGW identities and can send Keys Information Request as
many times as it wants. Every time, it’s request will be rejected
by vEPC-sec. Note that, we can improve the implementation
of vEPC-sec by raising an alarm to NFV orchestrator that
can take further action against malicious tenant.

On injecting fake IP packets: Our solution detects the
fake IP packets injection by SGW-U. In Analysis 2, we show
that the adversary is allowed to inject fake IP packets which
is against the policy provided by PGW-C. When these fake
IP packets arrive at PGW-U they are marked as resource
abuse attempt packets. As there exists no forwarding table
entry against these fake IP packets. PGW-U then sends an
alarm signal message to PGW-C that takes further action after
contacting NFV orchestrator. We should point out, it is not
possible for SGW-U to send the IP packets when it recovers
from the failure. This is because that the lost data bearers



vEPC-sec Analysis 1 Adversary tries to receive shared
symmetric keys to communicate with victim VNFs.
Assume an adversary can sniff all VNF identities of victim tenant;
Let SGWM = Adversarial controlled SGW-C VNF identity;
Let MMEV[n] = VNF identities of victim tenant’s MMEs;
Let PGWV [n]= VNF identities of victim tenant’s PGW-C;
for i = 0 to MMEV[n] do

for j = 0 to PGWV[n] do
SendTovEPC-sec (KeysInformationRequest, SGWM, MMEV[i],
MMEV[j])
if KeysInformationResponse == TRUE then

return 1; // Adversary wins
else

return 0;// Adversary loses
end

end
end

end

vEPC-sec Analysis 2 Adversary tries to misuse PGW-U
resources by sending fake IP packets or delaying packets.
Let receiver = Adversarial controlled machine over the Internet;
if SendtoPGW-U(msg, FAKE src IP, dest IP) == SUCCESS &&
ReceivefromPGW-U(msg, FAKE src IP, dest IP)==SUCCESS then

return 1; // Adversary wins
else

return 0;// Adversary loses
end

end

are required to be re-established by SGW-C first, and data
forwarding policies are installed afterwards.

On illegal throttling of data packets: We show that an
attacker cannot illegally throttle subscriber’s data packets by
delaying the packets forwarding. In our analysis, as shown
in Analysis 3 pseudocode, the adversarial control attacker
receives the packets from LTE base station and delays their
forwarding to PGW-U. When the PGW-U receives the packets
(both delayed and not delayed), it mirrors packets’ headers to
vEPC-sec (refer to Figure 10) before forwarding them to the
Internet. vEPC-sec performs 1:1 mapping of packet sequence
numbers that it has received from LTE base station and PGW-
U. If the sequence numbers mismatch is consistently observed
for a certain period of time (as the attacker periodically
delays packets forwarding to achieve throughput throttling),
vEPC-sec raises an alarm towards NFV orchestrator. NFV
orchestrator then needs to identify that whether the pause
in data forwarding by SGW-U is intentional or not. If it is
intentional then it takes an action against malicious tenant,
otherwise it replaces slow performing SGW-U instance.

Performance: We simulate to determine the performance
of vEPC-sec. First, we determine how quickly our solution
can detect the throttling of data packets. The challenge we
face was to distinguish between slow performing SGW-U with
the malicious one. To solve this challenge, we implement
a sequence number window at vEPC-sec. Our sequence
number window is linearly numbered. When the packet se-
quence number from LTE base station arrives, we put it in the
window and wait for the packet sequence number from LTE
PGW-U. On receiving the sequence number from PGW-U, the
difference is calculated. If the difference is zero it means there
is no packet delay. If the next packet sequence number has
arrived from LTE base station while our window was waiting
for a packet from PGW-U, we move the window. That is, we
do not record the delayed packet. In this way, our final window
has churn of readings representing packet sequence numbers.

vEPC-sec Analysis 3 Adversary tries to throttle the victim
tenant’s subscriber packets.
Let receiver = Adversarial controlled machine over the Internet;
while Certain TIME has not not passed do

if ReceivefromENB(msg, src IP, dest IP) == SUCCESS then
WAIT (timer); //wait for certain time before forwarding to PGW-U
SendtoPGW-U(msg, src IP, dest IP);
sent count = sent count + 1; //count packets sent by SGW-U
ReceivefromPGW-U(msg, src IP, dest IP);
received count = received count + 1; //count packets received at
reciver

end
end
if sent count == received count then

return 1; // Adversary wins
else

return 0;// Adversary loses
end

end

That is, once the window has skewed, then the this skew will
keep increasing over time. In this way we detect the adversarial
SGW-U that periodically delays the packets. From the Figure
11, we can see that in just 30 seconds, vEPC-sec can detect
packets delaying malicious activity when the gap has largely
skewed away from the linear line.
In Figure 12, we show an overhead associated with KDF. We
consider a machine with CPU of 2.5GHz and 3GB RAM. Our
approach only causes one time overhead of 2.5 seconds. This
overhead is also associated with the number of times the failure
recovery has occurred. For every failure recovery procedure,
vEPC-sec needs to generate fresh pairs of shared-symmetric
keys. The re-keying process which explicitly ask VNFs to
calculate the key has the lowest overhead. This is mainly due
to the fact that these VNFs have to locally run KDF once.
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VIII. RELATED WORK

The most recent work on NFV security is SafeBricks,
published last year [55]. It shields generic NFs from an
untrusted cloud and proposes to encrypted all the traffic
entering into the cloud. In our work, we did not provide extra
encryption of already encrypted traffic (e.g. traffic ciphered by
secure DNS and secure SCTP protocols). Rather, our focus is
to cryptographically secure the unsecured LTE GTP-C traffic.
Other works [56], [57] discuss security issues associated to
multi-tenancy and live migration. [58], [59] use Intel Software
Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) to securely isolate the states
of NFV applications. [60], [61] unveils DDoS attack that
comes from flexible and elastic resource provisioning in NFV.
Contrary to all these works, this paper presents attacks which
are unique to LTE operations. We show how an adversary
by sending fake signaling messages can disrupt LTE service,
and to be worse, no middlebox signature based vulnerability
detection solution can detect these types of attacks. Further, all
these previous works have not discussed attacks on user-plane,
but our paper addresses.



A number of other works discuss LTE security issues. [62],
[36] conduct LTE protocol vulnerability analysis and show
real impacts on LTE subscribers. [63] conducts experimental
validation to prove that LTE temporary identity can dis-
close subscriber location. [64] discusses privacy attacks in
which signalling information is leveraged to infer user privacy
information. [65] shows that current cellular infrastructures
exhibit security loopholes (off-path TCP hijacking) due to
their NAT/firewall settings. [40], [8] study insecurity in mobile
data charging. [44], [45] discuss how a subscriber can inject
control-plane traffic into user-plane and can get free data
service. Different to all above works, we do not discuss
security vulnerabilities originated by an adversarial device.
Rather, we present first work that discuss security issues arising
from LTE core network implemented over public cloud.

IX. CONCLUSION

We propose vEPC-sec that secures LTE NFV over public
cloud. It cryptographically protects LTE control-plane traffic
on virtualized instances, and enforces data forwarding policies
at every forwarding module. vEPC-sec enables encryption
and integrity protection in LTE core network through dis-
tributed key management scheme. It’s design ensures that
communication between LTE NFs must be secure even during
NF scalability and failure recovery scenarios. vEPC-sec
provides light weight data forwarding monitoring component
that only checks one type of header from two different sources
to identify whether subscriber packets were delayed or dupli-
cated. The security analysis confirms that vEPC-sec shields
LTE core network traffic from adversarial model over public
cloud.
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